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Text Box
Please judge for yourself. Otherwise you will not believe it. Joanne Barnes created the accounting entanglement 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 by reporting different amounts to different entities when the amounts should be the same. For the Trust, she reported 1,475.97 to the Court and 816.00 to the IRS when the amounts should be the same. If the 1,475.97 and the 816.00 were corrected to the same number, the accounting entanglement would be removed. For the Estate, she and Edward White reported  the difference of 659.97 to the Court and to the IRS. 
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Preparer:  Joanne L. Barnes  SSN 579-44-3204
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Preparer:  Joanne L. Barnes  SSN 579-44-3204
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Please judge for yourself.

Is Edward White framing Anthony O'Connell for Joanne Barnes accounting?
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1,475.97 – 816.00 = 659.97 
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Recorded in trust accounting
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Recorded in estate accounting
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Please judge for yourself. Otherwise you will not believe it.Joanne Barnes created the accounting entanglement 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 by reporting different amounts to different entities when the amounts should be the same.For the Trust, she reported 1,475.97 to the Court and 816.00 to the IRS when the amounts should be the same. If the 1,475.97 and the 816.00 were corrected to the same number, the problem of accounting entanglement would be removed.For the Estate, she reported  the difference of 659.97 to the Court and to the IRS. 
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Trust accounting

anthonyoconnell
Text Box
The $1,475.97 in this trust accounting was approved by Jesse Wilson on October 4, 1993: I don't understand why he will not recognize the accounting entanglement trail 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 n his report to the Judges on August 8, 2000.. 
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What accounting trail is Commissioner Jesse Wilson approving if not 1,475.97 - 816,00 = 659.97?
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Text Box
Please judge for yourself. Otherwise you will not believe it.Joanne Barnes created the accounting entanglement 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 by reporting different amounts to different entities when the amounts should be the same.For the Trust, she reported 1,475.97 to the Court and 816.00 to the IRS when the amounts should be the same. If the 1,475.97 and the 816.00 were corrected to the same number, the problem of accounting entanglement would be removed.For the Estate, she reported  the difference of 659.97 to the Court and to the IRS. 
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Estate accounting

anthonyoconnell
Text Box
The $816.00 and 659.97 in this estate accounting was approved by Jesse Wilson on March 20, 1993.I don't understand why he will not recognize the accounting entanglement trail 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 n his report to the Judges on August 8, 2000.. 
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What accounting trail is Commissioner Jesse Wilson approving if not 1,475.97 - 816,00 = 659.97?
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Text Box
Joanne Barnes created the accounting entanglement 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97 by reporting different amounts to different entities when the amounts should be the same.For the Trust, she reported 1,475.97 to the Court and 816.00 to the IRS when the amounts should be the same. For the Estate, she reported  the difference of 659.97 to the Court and to the IRS. 
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